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ABSTRACT 
 
 

 In an effort to increase general aviation safety, a simplified model reference adaptive control (MRAC), 

adapting to modeling error with only a bias neuron, is applied to a desktop simulation of the Hawker Beechcraft 

Corporation (HBC) CJ-144 fly-by-wire aircraft in six degrees of freedom. MRAC has been experimentally applied 

to military and commercial aircraft by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration and the Department of 

Defense. Previous research at Wichita State University has demonstrated promising results for MRAC’s application 

to general aviation in three degrees of freedom, both in its ability to achieve desired handling qualities and adapt to 

unexpected changes in aircraft dynamics. 

 MRAC is used to control the aircraft in the nominal case and adapts to maintain control with changes in 

flight condition or unexpected A matrix and B matrix failures. The HBC CJ-144 aircraft is configured for decoupled 

flight control where the pilot commands the airspeed, flight path angle, bank angle, and side force. The controller 

architecture consists of an inverse controller, single bias neuron adaptive element, model follower and linear 

controller. A six degrees of freedom dynamic inverse controller is derived to calculate the necessary thrust and 

control surface deflections in the nominal flight case. An artificial neural network is trained online to correct for 

uncertainties in the inverse and to adapt to changes in either the flight condition or the aircraft itself. The aircraft 

response is shaped by a model follower and linear controller. An artificial time delay metric is used to tune the 

controller gains for the desired performance.  

 The controller and aircraft are simulated in the MATLAB/Simulink environment. Time response results are 

presented for maneuvers in each axis as well as aircraft response to unexpected failures. In simulation, the desired 

aircraft response was achieved. Additionally, the controller was able to maintain stability and complete maneuvers 

following A and B matrix failures. This controller is designed to be flight tested on the HBC CJ-144 fly-by-wire 

testbed. 
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CHAPTER 1 

 

INTRODUCTION 
 
 
General aviation contributes more than $150 billion to the United States economy annually and employs 

more than 1,265,000 people. There are more than 228,000 general aviation aircraft based in the United States that 

fly over 26 million hours carrying more than 166 million passengers each year. More than two thirds of these flights 

are for business travel [1]. Furthermore, general aviation serves as the initial training ground for the majority of 

commercial pilots. General aviation is an essential part of the American economy, as a valuable export, through the 

creation of jobs, and by making business travel more efficient and effective. As with any transportation system, 

safety will always be a top priority. As shown in Figure 1, general aviation accidents have been steadily declining 

since the mid 1960s, with fatal accidents slowly declining since the 1970s. Figure 2 shows the same data normalized 

per 100,000 flight hours. The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) has set a goal of no more than one fatal 

accident per 100,000 flight hours by the year 2020. This statistic has hovered above one for the last ten years, 

making no steady increase or decrease, as shown in Figure 2. In order to continue to drive this number down new 

technologies must be developed and investigated.  

Recent advances in automatic flight control present opportunities to further improve general aviation 

safety. Through the use of fly-by-wire technology, adaptive flight control techniques can be applied to general 

aviation aircraft making easier and safer to fly aircraft, which are more robust in emergency situations. Previous 

research has investigated the use of model reference adaptive control (MRAC) for emergency situations in both 

military [2] and commercial aircraft [3] with promising results. This thesis will detail the application of MRAC to a 

six degrees of freedom simulation of a fly-by-wire Hawker Beechcraft Corporation (HBC) Bonanza aircraft in 

preparation for flight test. This thesis is structured as follows. The remainder of Chapter 1 presents a review of the 

relevant literature. Chapter 2 describes the aircraft modeling effort. In Chapter 3, the controller components are 

developed including the derivation of the six degrees of freedom inverse controller for decoupled flight control. In 

Chapter 4, the design and results of the gain selection study are presented. In Chapter 5, the performance of the 

controller is shown for various flight conditions and five different damage scenarios. Finally, in Chapter 6, 

conclusions are made. 
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Figure 1. General aviation accident statistics in the United States, 1938 – 2009 [1] 

 

Figure 2. General aviation accidents per 100,000 flight hours in the United States, 1938 – 2009 [1] 

Total Accidents 

Fatal Accidents 

Total Accidents 

Fatal Accidents 
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1.1 Model Reference Adaptive Control 

The version of MRAC used in this effort combines feedback linearization with artificial neural networks to 

create a powerful adaptive control architecture [4], as shown in Figure 3. This control architecture, using the 

dynamic inverse of the plant, was originally developed for a serial-link robot arm by Lewis et al. [5]. In more recent 

history, MRAC has been applied to flight control applications. Experimental application in the flight control 

community has included fixed wing unmanned aerial vehicles, as well as missiles, fighter aircraft, commercial 

aircraft, and general aviation.  

Feedback linearization maps nonlinear systems to linear systems to allow for the application of traditional 

design tools [6]. A nonlinear dynamic system is represented as shown in equation (1.1), where x is the state vector, 

and δ is the control vector. However the function f is not always know and may change with time. As a result, 345 is 

not always realizable. Instead, an approximate function, 36, summed with an unknown uncertainty ∆′ replaces f, as 

shown in equation (1.2). Assuming that 36 is invertible in the controls and that )	and	)� are measurable, equation 

(1.2) can be transformed to (1.3) where U is the pseudocontrol variable. The adaptive signal from the neural 

network, Uadd, is summed with U to cancel the uncertainty, ∆’. 

 )' < 3�)� , ), >� (1.1) 

 )' < 36�)� , ), >� ? ∆′ (1.2) 

 > < 3645@)
� , )
, � A ∆′B (1.3) 

 > < 3645@)
� , )
, � A ����B (1.4) 

 

 

Figure 3. Model reference adaptive control architecture 
 

 Kim and Calise [4] developed a direct adapting control architecture for aircraft using two neural networks. 

The first was trained off-line to perform feedback linearization, and the second was trained online to compensate for 
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inversion error. Through this effort, a stable weight adjustment rule was derived for the online network using a 

Lyapunov-like function and proved stability in the case that the off-line trained network has a bounded realization 

error. Rysdyk et al. [6] continued this research using an inverted linear plant model in place of the feedback 

linearization neural network in Kim and Calise’s architecture. A multi-layer neural network, which compensated for 

any inversion error, was used to control an XV-15 tilt rotorcraft. The weight update laws were derived from 

Lyapunov analysis to guarantee that all signals were bounded in the online trained network. Additionally a non-

linear damper was utilized to increase the controller robustness, especially in the presence of unmodeled input 

dynamics. Rysdyk and Calise [7] continued to investigate the combination of model inversion control and learning 

while controlling neural networks for nonlinear flight control. Using an XV-15 rotorcraft, they showed in 

simulation, that not only can level-one handling qualities be achieved but that MRAC has significant benefits for 

aircraft in emergency situations. It was shown that the neural network both corrects for inversion error and is able to 

learn and account for changes in the plant that result from aircraft failures. Three failure scenarios were used to 

demonstrate the potential impact of this technology on flight safety. Soloway and Haley [8] developed a neural 

generalized predictive control algorithm for an aircraft to reconfigure the controller in flight to unpredicted changes 

to aircraft dynamics. When the algorithm was applied to a full mission six degrees of freedom commercial transport 

aircraft simulation with a jammed elevator, the aircraft was able to reconfigure to execute commanded inputs that 

previously had not been possible. MRAC has very promising applications for nonlinear aircraft control through the 

use of linear inversion and an online adaptive neural network that corrects for inversion error and adapts to 

unexpected changes in the plant. 

1.2 Integrated Resilient Aircraft Control Project 

Through the Integrated Resilient Aircraft Control (IRAC) project of the Aviation Safety Program, the 

National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) has investigated the use of advanced flight controls to 

improve aviation safety. Ongoing research in aviation safety strives to develop, validate, and flight test adaptive 

flight control systems. This research effort stemmed from the crash landing of a DC-10 aircraft in Sioux City, Iowa, 

in 1989 [9]. During this incident, the aircraft’s tail mounted engine suffered an uncontained failure that resulted in 

loss of hydraulic power to all conventional flight control surfaces. Using the two remaining engines for both thrust 

and pitch and roll control, the pilots were able to bring the plane down, saving more than half the people on board. 

This incident sparked research in the area of adaptive flight control, especially in emergency situations. A branch of 
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the IRAC project has followed the work of Calise (section 1.1) through the application of MRAC to damaged 

aircraft.  

In order to investigate the dynamics of a damaged aircraft and the application of control algorithms, NASA 

developed the Generic Transport Model (GTM). The GTM is a physics based simulation of a twin engine transport 

class generic aircraft, which is capable of simulating the effects of various damage cases on the aircraft dynamics 

[8]. The GTM serves as a platform for the application and development of MRAC and other adaptive flight control 

architectures. Nguyen et al. [10] used the GTM in the development of an optimal control modification to MRAC. 

This modification adds a damping term to the adaptation law to enable fast adaptation without high frequency 

oscillations that typically occur with high gain MRAC. Implementation with the GTM has shown that the optimal 

control modification is more robust than standard MRAC. 

Bosworth and Williams-Hayes [2] tested an adaptive neural network based flight control system on the NF-

15 with a simulated left stabilator failure. The test compared the aircraft behavior in three cases: nominal with no 

failure, failure and no adaptation, and failure plus adaptation. The control scheme used onboard the aircraft was 

developed from the work of Calise and Rysdyk as discussed in section 1.1. It consisted of a dynamic inversion 

controller, explicit model follower, and an online neural network to correct for inversion errors. Flight evaluations 

were conducted by two pilots for each of the three cases, and Cooper-Harper handling quality ratings were recorded 

for each test. Results showed that the left stabilator failure resulted in significant change to the aircraft dynamics 

including coupling between the roll and pitch axes. As a result, the system without the adaptation could not track the 

reference model. In the case where the adaptive element was employed, the aircraft displayed improved pitch 

response; however pilot-induced oscillations in the roll axis were experienced. The flight test displayed positives 

and negatives of the adaptive system and called for further investigation of MRAC. 

The development, simulation, and flight testing of various adaptive control schemes have resulted in the 

need for metrics to quantify controller performance. Traditional gain margin analysis can be extended to adaptive 

systems [11]; however the concept of phase margin is not generally applicable to adaptive systems due to their 

nonlinear nature. Without metrics to verify and validate adaptive system performance, certification for 

implementation on safety critical systems, such as aircraft flight controls, is very unlikely. Nguyen et al. [12] and 

Stepanyan et al. [13] investigated the use of a time delay margin metric to quantify controller stability. In a linear 

output feedback system, the insertion of a time delay in the control signal results in a decrease in the gain and phase 
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margins [14]. By inserting an artificial delay between the controller and the plant, the nonlinear system’s 

performance can be evaluated as a function of the length of the delay. This metric is used to evaluate the controller 

developed in this thesis. The time delay metric has been shown to be an effective means of quantifying stability. 

However, outside of simulation, there is no well developed analytical method for determining the time delay margin 

of a nonlinear system. The development and implementation of a standardized metric for adaptive control systems is 

key for gaining acceptance of this technology. 

1.3 Wichita State University Contributions 

Research efforts at Wichita State University (WSU) aim to apply MRAC to general aviation, with the 

primary goals being improvements in safety and reduction in pilot workload during emergency situations. Through a 

partnership with HBC (formerly Raytheon), WSU has the unique opportunity to flight test control algorithms on the 

CJ-144 fly-by-wire aircraft. This particular plane has been specially retrofitted with an “EZ-fly” system, by 

Duerksen [15]. The “EZ-fly” system uses fly-by-wire controls to allow the pilot to make decoupled flight control 

commands. In this control architecture, the longitudinal stick position commands the flight path angle, with stick 

center commanding level flight; the lateral stick position commands bank angle, with stick center commanding 

constant heading; the speed control lever commands airspeed; and the rudder pedals command side force. When 

there is no rudder pedal command all maneuvers are coordinated (zero side force). During flight test, the test pilot 

flies from the left seat while a safety pilot can override the system using conventional, mechanical controls from the 

right seat. Decoupled flight control has been shown to significantly reduce pilot training time. Craig [16] 

investigated this idea through an analog simulation of a Cessna 180 aircraft with decoupled flight controls, where 

the pilots commanded the derivative of flight path angle and dynamic pressure. It was found that a zero hour pilot 

performed as well or better, in terms of mean square error deviation from the desired flight path, than a 4,000 hour 

pilot. Craig also showed that pilot performance improved inversely with pilot experience. This suggests that 

decoupled flight controls would enable non-pilots to learn to safely fly more quickly than with conventional 

controls. Decoupled flight controls were further investigated by Lambregts and the FAA [17]. A Total Energy 

Controls System (TECS), which simultaneously coordinated the elevator and thrust commands to achieve energy 

efficient decoupled flight commands, was developed to control the aircraft in the vertical plane. The development of 

this control architecture led to a very successful flight test on a NASA B-737 aircraft. Next, the Total Heading 
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Control System (THCS) was developed to similarly control an aircraft’s lateral-directional dynamics.  Both TECS 

and THCS were successfully implemented on the Condor Unmanned Aerial Vehicle. 

Pesonen et al. [18] applied MRAC to the longitudinal dynamics of the CJ-144 aircraft in simulation. They 

successfully demonstrated MRAC’s ability to adapt to both modeling errors and partial control system failures. It 

was recommended that these findings be verified through flight test. Steck et al. [19] continued to investigate the 

effect of atmospheric turbulence on the controller developed by Pesonen et al. [18]. Using the Dryden turbulence 

model to simulate turbulence with intensity between 3 and 9 ft/sec and length scale between 200 and 1,000 feet, they 

found that the commanded control inputs required an unreasonable amount of control activity. As a result, a first 

order filter was successfully applied to reduce actuator demands while still maintaining acceptable performance.  

Building upon the initial development and application of MRAC to the CJ-144 aircraft, research at WSU 

continues on the application of MRAC to general aviation. The unique opportunity for flight test facilitates 

validation of these control algorithms, which are developed initially in simulation. Lemon et al. [20] compared the 

performance of the original longitudinal inverse controller to a second generation controller that consists of a 

prediction and correction architecture. The time delay margin metric for gain selection, investigated by Nguyen et al. 

[12], was used to optimize both versions of the controller. Reed [21] applied the optimal control modification 

presented by Nhan et al. [10] to a general aviation aircraft. Three different adaptive elements were considered. In the 

first, the adaptive signal is linearly related to the states; while in the second, a bias term is used and; in the third, the 

linear and bias techniques are combined. These three adaptive elements with the optimal control modifications were 

compared to two adaptive bias corrector networks, one that adapted to modeling error and one that adapted to 

tracking error, which had been used in previous WSU research. It was concluded that the linear optimal control 

modification and the adaptive bias corrector that adapted to tracking error performed best in this application. Hinson 

[22] applied MRAC to a general aviation vehicle model that included aeroelastic effects. A notch filter was 

successfully used to decouple the controller from the structural dynamics of this flexible aircraft. WSU’s research 

efforts have demonstrated the potential for MRAC to make general aviation safer and more accessible.   

1.4 Research Objectives 

Previous research at WSU has dealt with the application, development, and validation of MRAC to the 

longitudinal dynamics of a general aviation aircraft. This thesis extends WSU’s efforts to include the lateral-

directional aircraft dynamics. The six degrees of freedom inverse controller for decoupled flight control is derived. 
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The inverse controller executes coordinated maneuvers, with the exception of when a non-zero side force is 

commanded. Four single bias neurons, one for each control loop, are used to adapt to modeling error and changes in 

the plant dynamics. This simplified neural network was chosen as the baseline case, to which modified neural 

networks will be compared in future research. The model follower and linear controller architecture is also chosen to 

match the original architecture used by WSU in the longitudinal only case. It will be used as the baseline 

architecture to compare future modifications. The gains are tuned to achieve the desired handling qualities for 

maneuvers in each axis while minimizing tracking error and maximizing robustness, measured as the time delay 

margin. The controller is tested against both A and B matrix failures to evaluate its performance during 

unanticipated emergencies. This control architecture is developed in the MATLAB/Simulink environment for flight 

test on the CJ-144 aircraft and will serve as the baseline six degrees of freedom architecture for comparison with 

future architecture developed at WSU.  
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CHAPTER 2 

 

SIX DEGREES OF FREEDOM AIRCRAFT MODEL 
 
 
2.1 Hawker Beechcraft CJ-144 

The HBC CJ-144 is a modified single engine aircraft with conventional wing, horizontal and vertical tail 

configuration, as shown in Figure 4a. A three view drawing is shown in Figure 5. The flight control surfaces include 

aileron, elevator, and rudder. A summary of the CJ-144 characteristics is provided in Table 1. This aircraft has been 

modified for flight test through the addition of a fly-by-wire control system that is flown from the left seat. A safety 

pilot can override this system by flying the mechanical controls from the right seat, as shown in Figure 4b. 

Additionally, this fly-by-wire system is configured with an “EZ-fly” system that allows the pilot to command 

decoupled flight controls [15]. As such, the pilot commands airspeed, flight path angle, bank angle, and side force. 

 

Figure 4a. Pre-flight check of HBC’s fly-by-wire CJ-144 b. Cockpit of CJ-144 (courtesy of HBC) 
 

TABLE 1  

SUMMARY OF CJ-144 CHARACTERISTICS 

Wing Area 181.0 ft2 

Wing Span 33 ft 6 in 

Mean Aerodynamic Chord 65.3 in 

Maximum Take-Off Weight 3400 lbs 

Maximum Structural Cruising Speed (CAS) 165 kts 

Stall Speed (CAS) 
53 kts (flaps) 

65 kts  
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Figure 5. Three view of HBC CJ-144 
 
2.2 Aircraft Model 

The six degrees of freedom aircraft model is based on the nonlinear equations of motion in the body fixed 

axis, equations (2.1) through (2.6) [23]. The aerodynamic and thrust force and moment models were provided by 

HBC. The lift and pitching moment models consist of a constant term and a linear function that is dependent on 

�, �
� , "
, >�, and	>���.. The drag polar is modeled as a constant term and a function of landing gear and flap position, 

as well as thrust coefficient and induced drag. The lateral-directional forces and moments consist of a constant term 

and a linear function dependent on *,  ̂, #̂, >� , 	and	>�. The coefficients used in each of the force and moment models 

are determined from a parameterized look up table based on specific aircraft states. An accurate propulsion model 

maps power level to thrust and includes propwash effects on the lateral-directional forces and moments. Each 

control surface actuator is modeled as a second order system with a lag that has both deflection and rate limits. 
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 C�%� ? &� A (�� < ?CD EFG , A �HI A �1I  (2.1) 

 C�&� A %� ? (�� < CD EFG - �JE , A �HK A �1K (2.2)  

 C�(� ? %� A &�� < CD �JE - �JE , A �HL A �1M (2.3)  

 NOO�� ? NOP�� ? NOP�� A @NPP ? NQQB�� < RH A R1  (2.4) 

 NQQ�� A �NOO ? NPP��� A NOP��S ?�S� < �H A�1 (2.5)  

 NPP�� ? NOP�� A @NQQ ? NOOB�� A NOP�� < TH A T1 (2.6)  

The aircraft model has inputs of thrust, elevator, aileron, and rudder deflections and outputs of forward 

velocity, vertical velocity, lateral velocity, pitch angle, bank angle, heading angle and the corresponding rates. The 

aircraft block uses the Simulink aerospace six degrees of freedom block with the HBC aerodynamic models. 

2.3 Trim Routine 

The aircraft simulation is initialized through a trim routine that determines the necessary aircraft parameters 

for equilibrium flight. The longitudinal trim parameters, angle of attack, elevator deflection, and thrust are 

determined through the iterative solution of the longitudinal equations of motion (2.1, 2.3, and 2.5) for the case 

when all rates are set to zero, forward thrust is equivalent to drag, and lift is equal to weight. The lateral-directional 

parameters, sideslip angle, aileron, and rudder deflection are determined by solving the lateral-directional equations 

of motion (2.2, 2.4, and 2.6) for the case that all rates and lateral-directional forces and moments are set to zero. 

2.4 Aircraft Failures 

Six failures are modeled to demonstrate the ability of the controller to adapt to changes in the plant dynamics, 

as shown in Table 2. The first four failures are B matrix failures and are reductions in thrust and control surface 

effectiveness (elevator, aileron, and rudder). These failures are modeled by multiplying the actuator response by an 

effectiveness term. These cases can be representative of a flapping, stuck, or structurally damaged control surface. 

The next two failures are A matrix failures and are a shift in the center of gravity (cg) and a change in mass. The 

shift in cg is represented by a change in the aircraft’s pitch stability, CMα. The change in mass is modeled by a 

change in mass used in the aircraft equations of motion, (2.1) through (2.6). A change in mass and concurrent shift 

in cg would occur with any structural damage to an aircraft. Specifically, loss of a portion of the tail would cause the 

mass to decrease and the cg to shift towards the aircraft nose. 
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TABLE 2 

SUMMARY OF FAILURE SCENERIOS 
 

Failure Physical Cause Simulation 

Reduction in elevator effectiveness 
Stuck, floating, or structurally 

damaged elevator 

Actuator response scaled by 
appropriate factor 

Reduction in aileron effectiveness 
Stuck, floating, or structurally 

damaged aileron 

Reduction in rudder effectiveness 
Stuck, floating, or structurally 

damaged rudder 

Reduction in thrust effectiveness 
Structural damage to engine 
component, bird strike, icing 

Reduction in mass Structural damage to aircraft 
Reduction in mass in equations of 

motion 

Reduction in pitch stiffness 
Shift of the cg towards nose of 

aircraft 
Reduction of ��� 
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CHAPTER 3 

 

CONTROLLER DEVELOPMENT 
 
 

The major components of the flight control architecture are the inverse controller, adaptive element 

(artificial neural network), model follower and linear controller, as shown in Figure 6. The inverse controller is the 

approximate inverse of the plant model and calculates the necessary control actuations for given pilot commands. 

The artificial neural network corrects for errors that arise between the plant and the inverse controller as a result of 

inversion error, modeling error, or off-nominal operation. The model follower and linear controller shape the 

system’s response to obtain desirable handling qualities. The controller consists of four loops: airspeed, flight path 

angle, bank angle, and side force. 

 

Figure 6. Overview of control architecture 
 
3.1 Inverse Controller 

The inverse controller calculates the necessary aircraft control actuations from the commanded accelerations 

(indicated by boldface text with the subscript c), U� V, W' V, X' V, Y� ZV, from the linear controller plus the adaption signal 

and the aircraft states, which are fed back from the previous time step. The inverse controller is derived as the 

inverse of the nonlinear aircraft equations (2.1) through (2.6) at the nominal flight condition, which is the aircraft 

trimmed at 100 knots airspeed. Therefore, when there is a deviation from the nominal flight condition, due to change 

in flight condition, wind gusts, or damage to the aircraft, the inverse becomes less precise. If the controller is 

engaged at an off nominal flight condition, transient free engagement is used, which adds the necessary deltas to the 
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control commands to initially match the inverse controller outputs with the correct trim values. The derivation of the 

inverse controller equations is broken into longitudinal and lateral-directional segments. 

3.1.1 Longitudinal 

 The longitudinal segment of the inverse controller, which determines the necessary thrust and elevator 

deflection, consists of a predictor element and a corrector element [20]. Equations (2.1), (2.3), and (2.5) are 

converted from the body fixed axis to the wind axis, and the lateral-directional angular rates are set to zero, resulting 

in equations (3.1) through (3.3). The stability derivatives are known constants for the aircraft at the nominal flight 

condition, and �, �� , and	"
 are aircraft states fed back from the previous time step. 

 C������ < ?CDEFG + A "$[�\ A ] �JE�-1 A ��  (3.1) 

 C������+�� < CD �JE + �JE - A "$[�� A ]EFG�-1 A �� (3.2)  

 NQQW' V < "$[�� A ]^1  (3.3)  

where, 
 �\ < �\_ A �\`���_ A ���� ? ����ab�S  (3.4) 

 �� < ��_ A ���� A ���� �
� A ��	
"
 A ��c�>d (3.5) 

 �� < ��_ A ���� A ���� �
� A ��	
"
 A ��c�>d (3.6)  

Since these equations are nonlinear in angle of attack, the predictor element solves the equations of motion 

using the states from the previous time step to predict the next value of angle of attack. First, equation (3.1) is solved 

for predicted thrust, giving equation (3.7). Then, equation (3.3) is solved for predicted elevator deflection, giving 

equation (3.8). Finally, equation (3.2) is solved for predicted angle of attack, which is calculated using the predicted 

thrust and predicted elevator deflection giving equation (3.9). Based on experience with this aircraft, the assumption 

is made that the second derivative of angle of attack is small, so that +'� e ,'�. 
 ]f < 5�gh��ijk� �CU� V ACDEFG + A "$[�\� (3.7)  

 >�f < lKK	$m�̅nopq W' V ? �nrsinrt�inrt� ��� inru�	
�nopq A �k	$m�̅nopq �]f�  (3.8)   

 �f < 5	$mnvt �C�����+� A CD �JE + �JE -� A @��_ A ���� A ���� �
� A ��	
"
B ? �k	$mnvt �]f�  (3.9)   

The first derivative of flight path angle used in equation (3.9) is the sum of the time derivative of the aircraft flight 

path angle from the previous time step and steady state pitch rate during a coordinated turn [23], equation (3.10). 

When the aircraft is not turning the second term will be zero. 
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 +� < +�w�gb	�a����w� A x yz{| j}~��q ��yj (3.10) 

This predicted angle of attack is then used by the corrector element to calculate the desired thrust and elevator 

deflection, as shown in equations (3.11) and (3.12). 

 ] < 5�gh@��ijkB �CU� V ACDEFG + A "$[�\� (3.11)  

 >� < lKK	$m�̅nopq W' V ? �nrsinrt��inrt� ��� inru�	
�nopq A �k	$m�̅nopq �]� (3.12) 

The desired thrust and elevator commands are sent to the aircraft. 

3.1.2 Lateral-Directional 

The lateral-directional inverse controller solves equation (3.13), which is rearranged from equations (2.2), 

(2.4), and (2.6), for the necessary rudder and aileron deflections.  

 ��0� �0c� �0c��/� �/c� �/c��� �c� �c�� �
*>�>�� < ��

��
� ��4�k	$m. ? �0_ A �0�#̂ A �0f ̂��4�k	$m. ? ��/_ A �/�#̂ A �/f ̂��4��k	$m ? @�_ A ��#̂ A �f ̂B��

��
�
 (3.13) 

where, 

 �� < NPP�� V ? NOP�� VA @NQQ ? NOOB�� A NOP��  (3.14) 

 �� < NOO�� V ? NOP�� V ? NOP�� A @NPP ? NQQB�� (3.15) 

 � < C�&� A �� ?��� ? CD EFG - �JE , (3.16) 

The side force value, FY is fed back from the aircraft. Using the pilot commanded value, FYc, was also investigated 

and displayed similar performance; however in order to maintain consistency with the other control loops, the first 

derivative of side force is chosen as the inverse controller input. The stability derivatives, propulsion model, NT, LT, 

and FYT, dynamic pressure, q, wing reference area, S, and wing span, b, in equation (3.13) are known constants for 

the aircraft at the nominal flight condition. Non-dimensional yaw rate, #̂, and roll rate,  ̂, are fed back from the 

aircraft. The force and moment terms are calculated in equations (3.14) through (3.16), where the moments of inertia 

and mass are known constants, and the velocities and accelerations are fed back as part of the aircraft state vector 

from the previous time step. 

The following derivation calculates the intermediate terms needed in equations (3.14) through (3.16) to find 

Nc, Lc, and FY from the commanded accelerations	U� V, W' V, X' V	and	Y� �V. The kinematic equations [23] are shown in 

equations (3.17) through (3.22). 
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 � < -� ? 2� EFG , (3.17) 

 � < ,� �JE - ? 2� �JE , EFG - (3.18) 

 � < 2� �JE , �JE - ? ,� EFG - (3.19) 

Differentiating the kinematic equations with respect to time results in equations (3.20) through (3.22). 

 �� V < X' V ?�' V EFG , ? 2�,� �JE , (3.20) 

 �� V < �' V �JE - ? ,�-� EFG - ?�' V �JE , EFG - A 2�,� EFG , EFG - ?2�-� �JE , �JE - (3.21) 

 �� V < �' V �JE , �JE - ?2� @,� EFG , �JE - A -� �JE , EFG -B ? �' V EFG - ? ,�-� �JE - (3.22) 

 
 In equations (3.17) through (3.22) each of the angles and angular rates are fed back from the aircraft to the 

inverse controller as part of the aircraft state vector. The second derivative of bank angle, X' V, is determined from the 

pilot’s commanded bank angle. The remaining unknown terms, the second derivative of pitch angle, �' V, and the 

second derivative of heading angle, �' V, are calculated in equations (3.24) and (3.26).  

 The equation for the second derivative of pitch angle,	�' V, needed in equations (3.21) and (3.22) is derived 

from equation (3.23), from kinematics for flight path angle, γ, which is commanded by the pilot.    

 EFG + < �JE � �JE * EFG , ? EFG * EFG - �JE , ? EFG � �JE * �JE - �JE , (3.23) 

Taking the second derivative of (3.23) with respect to time and rearranging to solve for the second derivative of 

pitch angle yields equation (3.24).  

�' V < W' V ? ,�S�?EFG , A * EFG - �JE , A � �JE - �JE ,� ? ,��2*� EFG - EFG , A 2�� �JE - EFG ,��JE , A * EFG - EFG , A � �JE - EFG ,  

?X' V�?* �JE - �JE , A � EFG - �JE ,� ? -� S�* EFG - �JE , A � �JE - �JE ,��JE , A * EFG - EFG , A � �JE - EFG ,  

?-� �?2*� �JE - �JE , A 2�� EFG - �JE ,� ? ,�-� �2* �JE - EFG , ? 2� EFG - EFG ,� A *' EFG - �JE , A �' �JE - �JE ,�JE , A * EFG - EFG , A � �JE - EFG ,  

  (3.24) 

In equation (3.24) each of the angles and angular rates as well as the second derivative of sideslip angle, *' , are fed 

back from the aircraft, while the second derivative of flight path angle, W' V, and second derivative of bank angle, X' V, 
come from the pilot’s command.  
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Next, solving for the second derivative of heading angle, �' V, needed in equations (3.20) through (3.22), by 

substituting equations (3.17) and (3.19) into equation (2.2) and rearranging, yields equation (3.25) for the first 

derivative of heading angle. 

2� < D �JE , EFG - A � A %,� EFG - A(-� ? &�% �JE , �JE - A( EFG ,  

  (3.25) 

Differentiating equation (3.25) with respect to time yields equation (3.26). 

�' V < D@-� �JE , �JE - ? ,�EFG , EFG -B A Y� �V ? %� ,� EFG - ? %,' EFG - ? %,�-� �JE - ?(� -� ? (-'� ? �' V��JE , �JE - A� EFG , ? 

@D �JE , EFG - ? &� ? %,� EFG - ?�-� A �B�%� �JE , �JE - A %,� EFG , �JE - ? %-� �JE , EFG - A(� EFG , A( ,��JE ,��% �JE , �JE - A ( EFG ,�S  

  (3.26) 

In equation (3.26) each of the angles, angular rates, velocities, and linear accelerations, are fed back from 

the aircraft. The first derivative of side force, Y� �V, is determined from the pilot’s command. The jerk in the y 

direction, �' V, is calculated in equation (3.27), which is the rearranged second derivative of the geometric equation 

for sideslip angle. 

 �' V < U' V EFG * A 2������*� �JE * ? �����*' EFG * (3.27) 

 In equation (3.27), sideslip angle and its first and second derivatives are fed back from the aircraft. 

Additionally, airspeed and acceleration are fed back from the aircraft, while the second derivative of airspeed, U' V 
comes from the pilot’s airspeed command. 

To summarize, the inverse controller calculates the necessary aircraft control actuations from the commanded 

accelerations, U� V, W' V, X' V, Y� ZV, from the linear controller plus the adaptation signal, and the aircraft states, which are 

fed back from the previous time step.  

3.2 Artificial Neural Network 

The artificial neural network adapts to eliminate any error that exists between the model on which the 

inverse controller is based and the aircraft, as previously shown in Figure 6. These errors arise as a result of off-

nominal aircraft operation due to a change in flight condition, change in aircraft dynamics and aerodynamics, or 

damage to the aircraft.  A single bias neuron, as shown in Figure 7, with a constant learning rate is used in each of 

the four controller loops. The neural network is trained online by the weight update rule given in equation (3.29). A 
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constant learning rate, η, found in Table 3, is chosen for each loop to maintain aircraft stability. The learning rates 

are selected through a trial and error process by increasing each learning rate independently of each other until the 

aircraft response in that loop begins to buzz, at which point a learning rate of approximately half that value is 

selected. The current control deflections are checked by the weight update routine to prevent integrator wind up.  

 ���� < ����  (3.28) 

 �� ��� < �d���  (3.29) 

where, 
 d��� < )�� ? )� (3.30) 

where x is the state for each control loop, either airspeed, flight path angle, bank angle, or side force. 

 

Figure 7. Single bias neuron architecture 
  

TABLE 3 

NEURAL NETWORK LEARNING RATES 
 

Control Loop Learning Rate, η 

Airspeed 0.02 

Flight Path Angle 0.2 

Bank Angle 0.01 

Side Force 0.3 

 
3.3 Model Follower and Linear Controller 

The parameters of the model follower and the linear controller are chosen to produce the desired system 

response characteristics (i.e. rise time, overshoot, damping ratio, etc.). In the case of no modeling error or sufficient 

adaptation, the closed loop airspeed and side force systems reduce to first-order systems, as shown in Figure 8 and 

equation (3.31), while the flight path angle and bank angle loops reduce to second-order systems, as shown in Figure 

9 and equation (3.33). In the first order loops the combination of the inverse controller, aircraft, and artificial neural 
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network are represented as 
5h, while in the second order loops they are represented by 

5h|. The airspeed and side force 

loops have a single proportional gain, as given in equation (3.32). The flight path angle and bank angle loops have a 

model follower, equation (3.34), and PD controller, equation (3.35). Second order approximations, equations (3.36) 

and (3.37), are used to determine Kp and Kd based on desired system response characteristics, ζdes, ωdes, and tndes of 

the model [25]. 

 

Figure 8. Airspeed and side force proportional controller 

 
O�O < � y 5i� y  < �¡i� (3.31) 

where x is either airspeed or side force. 
 

 � < 51¢q£ (3.32) 

 

 

Figure 9. Flight path angle and bank angle model follower and proportional-derivative controller 

 
O�O < ¤¥¤¦yi¤¥ §

¤¦yi¤¥ y|¨
5i¤¦yi¤¥ y|¨ © < ¤¥¤¦yi¤¥ ª ¤¦yi¤¥h|i`¢hi`�« < ¤¥h|i`¢hi`� (3.33) 

where x is either flight path angle or bank angle. 
 

 �J^d¬	�J¬¬J(d# < 	 `�`¢hi`� (3.34)  

 � <	®�E A ®f (3.35) 

  ®f < �54_.°5±²³¢q£iS.´5²³¢q£|�ah�	�ab�¢q£ �S < µ0��hS (3.36)  

 ®� < 2¶ ·54_.°5±²³¢q£iS.´5²³¢q£|�ah�	�ab�¢q£ ¸ < 2¶��hµ0��h (3.37)  

 The achievable rise time response and the damping of the aircraft’s dynamic modes are physically limited 

by the control surface deflection limits and actuator response times. The elevator actuator onboard the CJ-144 fly-
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by-wire testbed has a maximum slew rate of 4.0 deg/sec and was deliberately chosen to be slow for safety reasons. 

The slow slew rate gives the safety pilot time to override the actuator commands with the mechanical controls.  

3.4 Non-Zero Side Force 

In the case that a non-zero side force is commanded, a steady state bank angle is calculated in equation (3.38) 

and added to the commanded bank angle to statically balance the steady state side force for a rectilinear flight path. 

It is not possible to trim the aircraft with constant side force without also having a bank angle. This bank angle 

causes there to be a component of the side force in the inertial z-axis. The balance bank angle uses the aircraft 

weight to balance the component of side force, as shown in Figure 10.  

 -.�/�0�� < EFG45 Y�V4bx �gh¹ (3.38) 

 

 

Figure 10. Free body diagram of the aircraft showing the component of weight balancing the side force, θ=0˚  
 
 The development of major components of the controller is detailed throughout this chapter. The inverse 

controller is responsible for calculating the necessary control actuations from the commanded accelerations. The 

adaptive element reduces the error between the plant and the inverse controller. Finally, the model follower and 

linear controller shape the command to achieve the desired response.  In the next chapter, the controller gains are 

selected to achieve the desired performance. 
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CHAPTER 4 

 

GAIN SELECTION STUDY 
 
 

The model follower and linear controller gains were selected so that the aircraft accurately tracks the 

specified model dynamics and is robust. An artificial time delay metric for adaptive controllers, which measures a 

form of robustness, was developed at NASA Ames Research Center [12][13] and is used in this research to select 

gains with a sufficient stability margin. The artificial time delay metric involves inserting a delay in one of the 

control signals between the inverse controller and the aircraft, as shown in Figure 11, and observing the effect of this 

delay on the 2-norm of the tracking error, M2, given by equation (4.1), during a maneuver in that axis.  

 �S < ‖Oo4O‖|‖Oo‖| < »∑ �Oo4O�|½¾¿À
»∑ �Oo�|½¾¿À

 (4.1) 

where xm is the desired performance and x is either airspeed, flight path angle, bank angle, or side force.  

 

Figure 11. Artificial time delay inserted between inverse controller and aircraft 
 
As discussed in section 3.3, the desired performance for airspeed and side force is a first order response and for 

flight path angle and bank angle is a second order repose. The delay is subsequently increased until M2 becomes 

large. The time delay metric gives two key parameters. The first parameter is the time delay margin (TDM) which is 

the length of delay that can be inserted into the control signal before the magnitude of M2 becomes large and the 

aircraft becomes unstable. This is a measure of the system’s robustness. The second parameter is the zero delay error 
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(ZDE) which is the value of M2 with no delay in the system. This is a measure of tacking precision. Therefore, the 

best controller gain would maximize the TDM and minimize the ZDE. The plots in this section present the trends of  

these two parameters with respect to the controller gain parameters. The time delay study was not conducted on the 

airspeed loop due to slow engine dynamics. The engine response is sufficiently slow that the length of delay 

necessary to drive the system unstable is unrealistic in practice. The time constant for the airspeed loop was simply 

selected to avoid thrust saturation.  

Figure 12 displays the relationship between time delay and M2 for the gamma loop at 65, 100, and 165 

knots. Data from plots like this are used to construct the TDM-ZDE plots that will be found throughout the 

remainder of this section, that is, Figure 13 through Figure 30. The ZDE values are the values of M2 when the time 

delay is zero, or where each plot intersects the y-axis, as shown in Figure 12. The TDM values are the greatest 

number of delays the aircraft can withstand before becoming unstable, or the x-value of the last point on each of 

these plots. The values for ZDE and TDM selected from plots like Figure 12 are assembled to show a trend with 

respect to the given parameter (airspeed, rise time, damping ratio, or time constant). 

 

Figure 12. Time delay margin versus M2 for the flight path angle loop at 65, 100, and 165 kts 
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4.1 Flight Path Angle Loop 

A time delay study was conducted on the flight path angle loop. The goal of the flight path angle study is to 

select the gains to achieve the fastest rise time possible with a TDM greater than 0.5 seconds and a ZDE less than 

0.1. These TDM and ZDE constraints were chosen, from experience, as acceptable levels of robustness and tracking 

error. An artificial time delay was inserted at the elevator signal between the inverse controller and the aircraft, and a 

negative 3 degree flight path angle maneuver was commanded. Figure 13 shows the effect of airspeed on TDM and 

ZDE. The TDM is smallest and the ZDE largest at 65 knots. Therefore, 65 knots is considered the critical case for 

controller gain selection. This is expected because at 65 knots the aircraft is operating on the back side of the power 

curve; as a result, the aircraft’s performance is limited at this speed. The TDM is greatest near 100 knots, which is 

expected, since the inverse controller is derived for level flight at 100 knots. The ZDE gradually decreases with 

airspeed. As previously mentioned, the flight path angle loop model follower is a second order system, consequently 

a rise time and damping ratio are selected. Results are presented at 65, 100, and 165 knots for completeness.  

 

Figure 13. Effect of airspeed on TDM and ZDE of the flight path angle loop, rise time = 6.5 sec, ζ=0.9 
 

In Figures 14 through 16, the effect of rise time on TDM and ZDE are presented at 65, 100, and 165 knots 

respectively. At each flight speed, the TDM increases as rise time increases, as desired. The ZDE is large for small 
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rise times, rapidly decreases and then slowly increases with rise time. The fastest rise time with acceptable TDM and 

ZDE is chosen. From Figure 14, a rise time of 6.5 seconds is selected because it is the fastest response with a TDM 

of 0.5 seconds and a ZDE less than 0.1. Good performance with a rise time of 6.5 seconds is seen at the 100 and 165 

knot cases as well. The time response plot for this scenario is evidence that choosing a rise time of 6.5 seconds leads 

to an acceptable ZDE, as can be seen later in Figure 33. 

Figure 14. Effect of rise time on TDM and ZDE of the flight path angle loop, 65 kts, ζ = 0.9 
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Figure 15. Effect of rise time on TDM and ZDE of the flight path angle loop, 100 kts, ζ = 0.9 

 

Figure 16. Effect of rise time on TDM and ZDE of the flight path angle loop, 165 kts, ζ = 0.9 
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In Figures 17 through 19 the effect of damping ratio, ζ, is presented at 65, 100, and 165 knots respectively. 

At each flight speed, the TDM decreases, which is not desired, and ZDE also decreases, which is desired, with 

increasing damping ratio. A damping ratio of 0.9 is selected from Figure 17, because it meets the 0.5 second TDM 

requirement and the ZDE requirement of 0.1. A damping ratio of 0.9 displays good performance at the other two 

flight conditions as well. The time response plot for this scenario shows that a damping ratio of 0.9 leads to an 

acceptable ZDE, as shown later in Figure 33. 

 

Figure 17. Effect of ζ on TDM and ZDE of the flight path angle loop, 65 kts, rise time = 6.5 sec 
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Figure 18. Effect of ζ on TDM and ZDE of the flight path angle loop, 100 kts, rise time = 6.5 sec 

 

Figure 19. Effect of ζ on TDM and ZDE of the flight path angle loop, 165 kts, rise time = 6.5 sec 
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4.2 Bank Angle Loop 

A bank angle response rise time of less than two seconds was considered ideal for pilot handling qualities 

when selecting the bank angle loop gains. Roskam [23] suggests that civilian aircraft meet MIL-F-8785 roll 

effectiveness requirements whenever possible. For Class I airplanes (small, light airplanes) executing Category B 

maneuvers (non-terminal, gradual maneuvers) the roll response for a 0 to 60 degree bank achieving level-one 

handling qualities is 1.7 seconds and achieving level-two handling qualities is 2.5 seconds. Additionally a TDM of 

0.5 seconds and a ZDE of 0.1 is desired. The time delay study was conducted on the bank angle loop to select 

appropriate gains. A time delay was inserted at the aileron signal between the inverse controller and the aircraft, and 

a 30 degree bank angle maneuver was commanded. The 30 degree maneuver was chosen instead of the 60 degree 

maneuver specified in MIL-F-8785 because it is a typical maneuver for this aircraft. For a linear system the rise time 

of the response is independent of the amplitude of the response. Although the bank angle response is non-linear, it 

was observed in simulation that the response rise time of a 0 to 60 degree bank angle maneuver is very similar to the 

rise time of a 0 to 30 degree maneuver. Figure 20 depicts the effect of airspeed on TDM and ZDE. Once again the 

65 knot case displays the lowest TDM and the highest ZDE. As a result, 65 knots is considered the critical design 

case for gain selection. The trend of the effect of airspeed on the bank angle loop is similar to that seen in the flight 

path angle loop. The greatest TDM is just below the 100 knot nominal case. The ZDE decreases with airspeed. It is 

also noted that the TDM is smaller than was seen with the flight path angle loop; however, this is expected as the 

bank angle loop response is much quicker. Like the flight path angle loop, the bank angle loop model follower is a 

second order system and a rise time and damping ratio must be selected. Results are presented at 65, 100, and 165 

knots for completeness. 
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Figure 20. Effect of airspeed on TDM and ZDE of the bank angle loop, rise time = 1.7 seconds, ζ = 1.1 
 

Figures 21 through 23 display the effect of rise time on the bank angle loop, at 65, 100 and 165 knots 

respectively. The trends seen here are much different than the flight path angle case. In the 65 knot case, the TDM 

has a clear maximum, and the ZDE has a clear minimum within the less than two second rise time constraint. A rise 

time of 1.7 seconds is selected from Figure 21. A rise time of 1.7 seconds is the fastest rise time that meets the TDM 

requirement and produces a near minimum value of ZDE. At 100 and 165 knots a rise time of 1.7 seconds results in 

good performance. The time response, shown later in Figure 35, supports the selection of a rise time of 1.7 seconds 

to achieve a good ZDE. 
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Figure 21. Effect of rise time on TDM and ZDE of the bank angle loop, 65 kts, ζ = 1.1 
 

 

Figure 22. Effect of rise time on TDM and ZDE of the bank angle loop, 100 kts, ζ = 1.1 
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Figure 23. Effect of rise time on TDM and ZDE of the bank angle loop, 165 kts, ζ = 1.1 
 

Figures 24 through 26 show the effect of damping ratio on the bank angle loop at 65, 100, and 165 knots, 

respectively. As was seen with rise time for this loop there is a very clear maximum TDM and minimum ZDE. A 

damping ratio of 1.1 is selected from Figure 24 as a maximum value of TDM, achieving the 0.5 second constraint 

and a near minimum value of ZDE. With a damping ratio of 1.1 the controller has good performance at 100 and 165 

knots as well. The time response, shown later in Figure 35, supports the selection of a damping ratio of 1.1 to 

achieve a good ZDE. 
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Figure 24. Effect of ζ on the TDM ZDE of the bank angle loop, 65 kts, rise time = 1.7 sec 
 

 

Figure 25.  Effect of ζ on the TDM and ZDE of the bank angle loop, 100 kts, rise time = 1.7 sec 
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Figure 26. Effect of ζ on the TDM and ZDE of the bank angle loop, 165 kts, rise time = 1.7 sec 
 
4.3 Side Force Loop 

Finally, the time delay study was conducted on the side force loop. For this study, a delay was inserted at 

the rudder signal between the inverse controller and the aircraft. Commands in gs corresponding to a maneuver of 

approximately 12 degrees of sideslip were made. Since the side force loop model follower is a first order system, as 

explained in section (3.3), only the time constant needs to be selected. For this study the maximum time delay 

inserted was three seconds. Figure 27 shows the large TDM experienced in the side force loop. The 65 knot case is 

once again considered the critical case since it has the greatest ZDE. The ZDE decreases, as in the flight path angle 

and bank angle loops. In Figures 28 through 30 the effect of time constant on the loop performance is shown. A time 

constant of 4 seconds is selected from Figure 28 to minimize ZDE. This time constant results in good performance 

at 100 and 165 knots as well. The time response, shown later in Figure 38, confirms the selection of a 4 second time 

constant to achieve an acceptable ZDE. 

The final controller gains, resulting from this chapter’s TDM and ZDE study, are shown in Table 4.  
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Figure 27. Effect of airspeed on TDM and ZDE of the side force loop, time constant = 4 

 

Figure 28. Effect of time constant on TDM and ZDE of the side force loop, 65 kts 
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Figure 29. Effect of time constant on TDM and ZDE of the side force loop, 100 kts 
 

 

Figure 30. Effect of time constant on TDM and ZDE of the side force loop, 165 kts 
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TABLE 4 

SUMMARY OF CONTROLLER GAINS 
 

Loop Rise Time Damping Ratio 

Flight Path Angle 6.5 sec 0.9 

Bank Angle 1.7 sec 1.1 

 Time Constant 

Airspeed 15 sec 

Side Force 4 sec 
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CHAPTER 5 

 

RESULTS 
 
 
5.1 Time Response Plots 

In this chapter, time response plots are presented for commanded airspeed, flight path angle, bank angle, and 

side force maneuvers. The left column of each time response figure depicts the aircraft behavior in the axis of the 

command at 65, 100, and 165 knots (155 knots for the airspeed command so that the maneuver does not exceed the 

maximum structural cruising speed). The 65 knot and 165 knot cases represent the aircraft’s low speed and high 

speed performance, while 100 knots is the inverse controller nominal case. The aircraft time response can easily be 

compared with the desired model response, shown in grey, which is a first-order response for airspeed and side force 

and a second-order response for flight path angle and bank angle. The right column of each time response figure 

displays the aircraft’s motion in the other axes. Each simulation is initialized with the aircraft trimmed for level 

flight at the commanded flight speed; then the command, given in Table 5, is made 10 seconds into the simulation. 

Following each time response figure, plots of the neural network adaptation signal during the simulation are 

presented. 

TABLE 5 

SUMMARY OF TIME RESPONSE PLOT MANEUVERS 
 

Axis Command 

Airspeed 5.9 kts 

Flight Path Angle -3 deg 

Bank Angle (coordinated) 30 deg 

Side Force ~ 12 degrees of side slip 
 

65 kts – 0.092 g 
100 kts – 0.27 g 
165 kts – 0.42 g 

   
Figure 31 displays the aircraft motion in response to a commanded 5.9 knot increase in airspeed for initial 

airspeeds of 65, 100, and 155 knots.  The airspeed rise time, from 10% to 90% of the response, is 33 seconds, which 

matches the desired model. The airspeed response is slower than the response in the other axes, as expected, due to 

the aircraft’s slow engine dynamics. The perturbations experienced in the other axes are caused by the components 

of thrust and propwash that are not in the x-direction. These perturbations are most prominent in the 65 knot case, 
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which is expected since the aircraft is operating on the backside of the power curve where the inverse (based on 100 

knots) is least precise. 

 

Figure 31. Aircraft time response to 5.9 kt airspeed step command at 65, 100, and 165 kts 
 
 Figure 32 displays the adaptation signal from each of the four neural networks during the aircraft maneuver 

shown in Figure 31. Prior to the command, the neural networks output a very small adaptation signal. During the 

maneuver, the aerodynamics of the aircraft change, and the neural network must adapt to compensate for the 
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resulting inaccuracies in the inverse controller. The largest adaptation is seen at 65 knots, where the aerodynamic 

behavior is least like the nominal case. 

 

Figure 32. Neural network adaptation during a 5.9 kt airspeed maneuver at 65, 100, and 165 kts 
 
 Figure 33 displays the aircraft response to a negative 3 degree flight path angle command at airspeeds of 

65, 100, and 165 knots. The 10% to 90% rise time is a between 4 and 5.5 seconds, which is faster than the model, 
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throughout the flight envelope. The 65 knot response shows a few small oscillations before settling out. Small 

perturbations are evident in the bank angle and side force axes immediately following the maneuver.  

 

Figure 33. Aircraft time response to a negative 3 deg flight path angle step command at 65, 100, and 165 kts 
 

Figure 34 displays each of the neural network adaptation signals during the maneuver shown in Figure 33. 

Once again, the adaptation is very small prior to the maneuver. During the maneuver, the adaptation increases to a 

constant non-zero value, which is maintained while the aircraft operates in the new flight condition.  
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Figure 34. Neural network adaptation during a negative 3 deg bank angle maneuver at 65, 100, and 165 kts 
 
 Figure 35 displays the aircraft response to a coordinated 30 degree bank angle command at 65, 100, and 

165 knots. The 65 knot case has a 10% to 90% rise time of less than one second, a 9% overshoot, and a 2% settling 

time of 19.4 seconds. The 100 knot case has a 10% to 90% rise time of 1.04 seconds, a 2.5% overshoot, and a 2% 

settling time of 13.14 seconds. The 165 knot case has a 10% to 90% rise time of 1.24 seconds and less than 2% 
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overshoot. These rise times are all slightly faster than the model and exceed the level-one handling qualities set out 

in [23].  

 

Figure 35. Aircraft time response to 30 degree bank angle step command at 65, 100, and 165 kts 
 
Perturbations appear in the flight path angle axis at each flight condition. This change in flight path angle correlates 

to a 34 ft, 29 ft, and 20 ft loss in altitude for the 65, 100, and 165 knot cases respectively, shown in Figure 36.  
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Figure 36. Loss of altitude during 30 deg bank angle maneuver 
 
A 30 degree bank angle command significantly alters the aerodynamics of the aircraft from the 100 knot, straight, 

and level nominal case. As a result, the inverse is less precise and each of neural networks must output a larger 

adaptation signal than the previous examples to compensate. The adaptation term produced by each neural network 

is displayed in Figure 37. The 65 knot case requires the largest adaptation signal. In each case the adaptation reaches 

a steady state while the aircraft maintains the maneuver. 

 

30 ft 
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Figure 37. Neural network adaptation during a 30 deg bank angle maneuver at 65, 100, and 165 kts 
 
 Figure 38 displays the aircraft performance during an approximately 12 degree sideslip maneuver. The 

command is made in gs of side force, however the magnitude of the g command varies with flight speed to 

correspond to equivalent sideslip angles. The response is faster than the model in the 65 knot and 100 knot cases and 

slightly slower than the model in the 165 knot case. When the maneuver is conducted at 165 knots, the thrust 

command saturates and the controller is unable to maintain constant airspeed. The difference in the magnitude of 
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bank angle changes, shown in the bottom right of Figure 38, is a result of the bank angle balance term, (section 3.4) 

that is calculated during a non-zero sideslip maneuver. 

 

Figure 38. Aircraft time response to ~12 deg sideslip step command at 65, 100, and 165 kts 
 
 Figure 39 depicts the neural network adaptations during the maneuver displayed in Figure 38. The 165 knot 

case velocity neural network output flattens as a result of the thrust saturation and the other neural networks do not 

achieve a steady state value of the adaptation since the aircraft aerodynamic behavior continues to change with 
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airspeed. At both the 65 and 100 knot cases the neural network adaptation increases when the maneuver is initiated 

and then reaches a steady value as the aircraft continues to maneuver. 

 

Figure 39. Neural network adaptation during a ~12 deg sideslip angle maneuver at 65, 100, and 165 kts 
 
 The aircraft and neural network response to commands in all four controller loops were presented in 

Figures 31 through 39. The aircraft response met or exceeded the desired performance throughout the flight 
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envelope. The low speed response was generally the least desirable, which was a result of the low speed 

aerodynamic capabilities of the aircraft and the difference between them and the nominal case.  

5.2 Performance during Unanticipated Failures 

In this section aircraft time responses are presented for unanticipated emergency situations. Five different 

scenarios are presented that involve each of the six failures from Table 2 in section 2. The first four scenarios are B 

matrix failures and the fifth case combines two A matrix failures. Each scenario is presented with initial flight 

speeds of 65, 100, and 165 knots (155 knots for the airspeed command so that the maneuver does not exceed the 

maximum structural cruising speed).  

The first failure scenario involves a 50% reduction in thrust at 10 seconds followed by a commanded 5.9 knot 

increase in airspeed at 50 seconds. The resulting behavior is presented in Figure 40, Figure 41, and Figure 42, for 

initial speeds of 65, 100, and 155 knots respectively. The top row of plots in these figures depicts the aircraft 

airspeed and flight path angle time response throughout the simulation. The desired model, a first-order response, is 

plotted on the airspeed time response plot for comparison. The second row depicts the thrust and elevator response. 

The final row of plots depicts the activity of the velocity and pitch loop neural networks.  

With an initial speed of 65 knots, the aircraft experiences an immediate loss of a couple of knots of airspeed 

following the thrust failure, as shown in Figure 40. Over the next 40 seconds airspeed is nearly recovered to the 65 

knot commanded value prior to the airspeed step command. The aircraft is able to achieve the command, however, 

with a much slower response time than the desired model. The flight path angle response experiences a less than one 

degree oscillation following the thrust failure, however within the next ten seconds the flight path angle returns to a 

near zero value with only minor deviations throughout the remainder of the simulation. The thrust plot highlights the 

reduction in thrust through the separation of the commanded and actual responses. The velocity neural network 

adaptation term becomes quite large compared to the nominal case (Figure 32), in order to compensate for the 

inaccuracies in the inverse controller that result from the unexpected aircraft failures. 
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Figure 40. Aircraft and neural network response to a 50% reduction in thrust at 10 sec and a 5.9 kt airspeed 
command at 50 sec, 65 kts 

 
The response to the first scenario with an initial flight speed of 100 knots is shown in Figure 41. This 

response is considerably more desirable than the 65 knot case. The perturbations in airspeed and flight path angle are 

reduced following the failure. The airspeed response is closer to the desired model, thus allowing the aircraft to 

50% thrust failure 

5.9 ft/s airspeed command 
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capture the commanded flight speed sooner. Finally, the velocity neural network adaptation term is reduced since 

the inverse is more precise than in the 65 knot case. 

 

Figure 41. Aircraft and neural network response to a 50% reduction in thrust at 10 sec and a 5.9 kt airspeed 
command at 50 sec, 100 kts 

 

50% thrust failure 

5.9 ft/s airspeed command 
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Figure 42 depicts the aircraft response to the first emergency scenario at an initial fight speed of 155 knots. 

The aircraft is unable to maintain airspeed following the thrust failure, due to the fact that more thrust is necessary 

than is available to maintain that airspeed. In this case, the pilot would be forced to reduce airspeed. 

 

Figure 42. Aircraft and neural network response to a 50% reduction in thrust at 10 sec and a 5.9 kt airspeed 
command at 50 sec, 165 kts 

 

50% thrust failure 

5.9 ft/s airspeed command 
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The second failure scenario, involves a 50% reduction in elevator effectiveness at 10 seconds followed by a 

negative 3 degree flight path angle command at 50 seconds. The resulting behavior is presented in Figure 43, Figure 

44, and Figure 45, for initial speeds of 65, 100, and 165 knots respectively. The top row of plots in these figures 

depicts the aircraft airspeed and flight path angle time response throughout the simulation. The desired model, a 

second-order response, is plotted on the flight path angle time response plot for comparison. The second row depicts 

the thrust and elevator response. The final row of plots depicts the activity of the velocity and pitch loop neural 

networks.  

With an initial speed of 65 knots the aircraft experiences oscillations in flight path angle with maximum 

amplitude of 2.2 degrees following the elevator failure, as shown in Figure 43. These oscillations are damped and a 

zero degree flight path angle is restored promptly. The aircraft is able to capture the commanded flight path angle, 

however experiences oscillations larger than seen in the undamaged case (Figure 33). The airspeed is maintained 

fairly constant throughout this scenario with only slight deviations following the failure and maneuver. The elevator 

plot depicts the discrepancy between the commanded value and the actual value. Finally the pitch neural network 

adaptation signal is significantly increased from the undamaged case to compensate for the changes to the aircraft 

(Figure 34). 
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Figure 43. Aircraft and neural network response to a 50% reduction in elevator effectiveness at 10 sec and a 
negative 3 deg flight path command at 50 sec, 65 kts 

 
Figure 44 depicts the response of the aircraft to the second failure scenario while operating at an initial flight 

speed of 100 knots. The flight path angle response is improved over the 65 knot case, which is expected since the 

inverse controller is operating closer to its nominal design case. The flight path angle response experiences a small 

perturbation immediately after the failure, but recovers quickly. For this flight speed the trim elevator deflection is 

50% elevator failure 

-3 degree flight path 

angle command 
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very near zero. As a result the elevator failure has minimal effect on the flight path angle. The aircraft is able to 

capture the commanded flight path angle with a slightly larger oscillation than in the nominal case (Figure 33). 

Additionally, the adaptation terms are smaller form both neural networks, compared to the 65 knot case. 

 

Figure 44. Aircraft and neural network response to a 50% reduction in elevator effectiveness at 10 sec and a 
negative 3 deg flight path command at 50 sec, 100 kts 

 

50% elevator failure 

-3 degree flight path 

angle command 
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In Figure 45 the response to the second failure scenario with an initial flight speed of 165 knots is 

presented. The flight path angle response oscillates, with initial amplitude of nearly 5 degrees, as a result of the 

elevator failure but amplitude of the oscillation is damped quickly. The airspeed dips 6 knots as a result of the  

 

Figure 45. Aircraft and neural network response to a 50% reduction in elevator effectiveness at 10 sec and a 
negative 3 deg flight path command at 50 sec, 165 kts 

 
  

50% elevator failure 

-3 degree flight path 

angle command 
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elevator failure and subsequent flight path angle deviation, but is able to recover to the initial flight speed. The 

elevator failure has an increased effect on the aircraft at high speed because the elevator is exerting a greater force 

on the air due to the increased dynamic pressure. As a result the pitch adaptation term is greater than was seen at the 

other two flight conditions. 

The third failure scenario, shown in Figure 46, Figure 47, and Figure 48, for 65, 100, and 165 knots, 

respectively, involves a coordinated 30 degree bank angle command at 10 seconds followed by 50% reduction in 

aileron effectiveness at 50 seconds. This case is different from the previous two because the failure occurs during the 

maneuver.  In these figures the first row of plots depicts the bank angle and side force time response. The desired 

model, a second-order response, is plotted on the bank angle time response plot for comparison. The second row 

depicts the aileron and rudder deflection. The third row depicts the roll and side force neural network response.  

At 65 knots the aircraft response to the third failure scenario is undesirable, as shown in Figure 46. High 

frequency oscillations are experienced in both bank angle and side force. The bank angle oscillations have maximum 

amplitude of 10 degrees and are not attenuated for 27 seconds after the failure. Furthermore the rudder saturates and 

is unable to maintain zero side force, for a coordinated turn. The side force neural network is set to stop learning 

once the rudder saturates. The adaptation terms are large from both the roll and side force neural networks.  
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Figure 46. Aircraft and neural network response to a 30 deg bank angle command at 10 sec and a 50% reduction in 
aileron effectiveness at 50 sec, 65 kts 

 
Figure 47 displays the aircraft and neural network response for the third failure scenario at initial flight 

speed of 100 knots. As expected, the behavior is greatly improved over the 65 knot case. The magnitude, frequency, 

and settling time of the oscillations in the bank angle loop are significantly reduced. Additionally the rudder does not 

50% aileron failure 

30 degree bank command 
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saturate and thus zero side force is restored after the initial perturbations. The roll adaptation and side force 

adaptation terms reach steady state values to compensate for the unexpected changes to the aircraft. 

 

Figure 47. Aircraft and neural network response to a 30 deg bank angle command at 10 sec and a 50% reduction in 
aileron effectiveness at 50 sec, 100 kts 

 
In Figure 48, the response to the third failure scenario at initial flight speed of 165 knots is presented. At 

this high speed the aircraft experiences a larger bank angle perturbation with the reduction in aileron effectiveness, 

50% aileron failure 

30 degree bank command 
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which is a result of the greater load the aileron carries at increased dynamic pressure. As in the 100 knot case, zero 

side force is maintained after initial perturbations. 

 

Figure 48. Aircraft and neural network response to a 30 deg bank angle command at 10 sec and a 50% reduction in 
aileron effectiveness at 50 sec, 165 kts 

 
 The fourth failure scenario, shown in Figures 49 through 51, consists of a 30% reduction in rudder 

effectiveness at 10 seconds, followed by a side force command that is equivalent to an 8 degree sideslip angle 

50% aileron failure 

30 degree bank command 
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command. In each case, there is a bank angle step command that corresponds to the side force balance bank angle. 

In these figures the first row of plots depicts the bank angle and side force time response. The desired model, a first-

order response, is plotted on the side force time response plot for comparison. The second row depicts the aileron 

and rudder deflection. The third row depicts the roll and side force neural network response. 

 Figure 49 depicts the fourth failure scenario with an initial flight speed of 65 knots. The side force 

command at this flight speed is 0.048 g. The bank angle and side force responses experience perturbations 

immediately following the rudder failure. However, each response returns to its original value and the aircraft is able 

to complete its respective maneuver. The aircraft response is more oscillatory than desired, but the amplitude of the 

oscillations is small. 

The response for an initial flight speed of 100 knots is presented in Figure 50. The side force command at 

this flight speed is 0.18 g. The performance is improved over the 65 knots case. The aircraft responses are 

reasonably smooth and have negligible overshoot.  

Figure 51 depicts the response to the third failure scenario for an initial flight speed of 165 knots. The side 

force command at this flight condition is 0.37 g. Immediately following the rudder failure, there is a side force 

perturbation that is larger than was seen with the lower initial flight speeds. As with the other B matrix failure 

scenarios, this is due to the increased load on the control surface at high speed. 
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Figure 49. Aircraft and neural network response to a 30% reduction in rudder effectiveness at 10 sec, and a 0.048 g 
side force command at 20 sec, 65 kts 

   

30% rudder failure 

0.048 g side force 

command 
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Figure 50. Aircraft and neural network response to a 30% reduction in rudder effectiveness at 10 sec, and a 0.18 g 
side force command at 20 sec, 100 kts 

 

0.18 g side 
force command 

30% rudder failure 
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Figure 51. Aircraft and neural network response to a 30% reduction in rudder effectiveness at 10 sec, and a 0.37 g 
side force command at 20 sec, 165 kts 

 
The fifth and final failure scenario is an A matrix failure. At ten seconds, the aircraft experiences a 30% 

reduction in ��� and a 30% reduction in mass. This scenario is representative of the case where mass is lost from 

the back of the aircraft causing the cg to shift forward. After the failure at 20 seconds, a negative 3 degree flight path 

angle is commanded, and at 60 seconds a 5.9 knot airspeed increase is commanded. Figures 52 through 54 depict the 

0.37 g 
side force 
command 

30% rudder failure 
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aircraft’s behavior during this scenario at 65, 100, and 165 knots, respectively. The desired models, a first-order 

response for airspeed and a second-order response for flight path angle, are shown on the time response plots for 

comparison. 

Figure 52 shows the response to the fifth scenario at an initial fight speed of 65 knots. Immediately 

following the failure, there is a perturbation in flight path angle as a result of the change in aircraft pitch stiffness. 

The aircraft controller adapts to command the new trim elevator deflection and restore the flight path angle. The 

aircraft is able to complete both the flight path angle and the airspeed command, with minor oscillations in the 

response. These oscillations are reflected in the velocity neural network output.  
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Figure 52. Aircraft and neural network response to a 30% reduction in ���	and mass at 10 sec, a negative 3 deg 

flight path angle command at 20 sec and a 5.9 kt airspeed command at 60 sec, 65 kts 
 

The response at 100 knots is very similar to the 65 knot case, Figure 53. In the 100 knot case, the 

adaptation terms from both the velocity neural network and the pitch neural network are reduced, compared to the 

65 knot case, as the aircraft is operating closer to the inverse controller nominal case.  

 

-3 degree flight path 

angle command 

5.9 knot airspeed 
command 

30% reduction in ��� and mass 
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Figure 53. Aircraft and neural network response to a 30% reduction in ��� and mass at 10 sec, a negative 3 deg 

flight path angle command at 20 sec and a 5.9 kt airspeed command at 60 sec, 100 kts 
 

Figure 54, displays the response to the fifth failure scenario at 165 knots. In this case the perturbation in 

flight path angle that coincides with the failure is in the opposite direction as the previous two flight conditions. This 

is a result of the difference in the trim case, particularly the trim elevator deflection, for each flight condition. 

 

-3 degree flight path 

angle command 

5.9 knot airspeed 
command 
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Figure 54. Aircraft and neural network response to a 30% reduction in ��� and mass at 10 sec, a negative 3 deg 
flight path angle command at 20 sec and a 5.9 kt airspeed command at 60 sec, 165 kts 

 
 The controller-aircraft system response to six unexpected failures, Table 2, was presented in Figure 43 

through 54. The controller adapted to each of the failures and completed the commanded maneuvers. The 65 knot 

case generally displayed the poorest handling qualities while the 165 knot case general experienced the largest 

perturbation immediately following a B matrix failure.  
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CHAPTER 6 

 

CONCLUSION 
 
 

The results of the application of adaptive control to general aviation in simulation are promising for future 

use on-board aircraft. The controller’s ability to adapt to aircraft failures, maintaining stability and then completing 

maneuvers, is critical to reduce pilot workload during an unanticipated emergency. Continuous technological 

development is essential to decrease general aviation accidents, specifically fatal accidents.    

6.1 Controller Development 

A six degrees of freedom adaptive controller was developed for the HBC CJ-144 aircraft and applied in 

simulation. The control architecture consists of three major elements: the inverse controller, adaptive element and 

the model follower and linear controller. Four control loops run through those elements: airspeed, flight path angle, 

bank angle, and side force. The CJ-144 aircraft uses fly-by-wire, decoupled flight controls. Therefore, the pilot 

commands airspeed with the speed control lever, flight path angle and bank angle with the stick, and side force with 

the rudder pedals. Zero side force is often desirable during flight for coordinated maneuvers. Previous research at 

WSU investigated using sideslip angle as the fourth control loop. In that architecture the adaptive element 

compensated for the error in sideslip angle rate, as opposed to side force rate, which resulted in a steady state error 

in side force when the aircraft operated at an off nominal condition. Consequently, side force was selected as the 

fourth control loop as it was found to be the most effective way to maintain zero side force, despite changes in the 

aerodynamics throughout the flight envelope.  

An approximate six degrees of freedom inverse was derived. The longitudinal inverse equations were 

solved using a prediction-correction scheme. This approach reduced tracking error from previous WSU research 

efforts that used an approximate longitudinal controller which only solved two of the three equations of motion. 

Four single bias neurons were used as the adaptive element, one on each of the control loops. The adaptive element 

reduces the error between the aircraft states and commanded values. A model follower and linear controller were 

used to shape the response in each of the axes. The airspeed and side force loop were modeled as first order systems 

with only a time constant. The flight path angle and bank angle loops were modeled as second order systems with a 

damping ratio and natural frequency. The time constants, natural frequencies, and damping ratio for each loop were 

chosen to achieve the desired handling qualities. A time delay metric study was conducted to evaluate each loop’s 

tracking precision and robustness to artificial time delays. Gains were selected based on desired handling qualities, a 
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minimum TDM of 0.5 seconds and a maximum ZDE of 0.01. The 65 knot case was considered the critical case for 

gain selection since it has the shortest TDM and largest ZDE. 

6.2 Aircraft Performance 

Once the controller components were derived and the gains selected, the controller’s performance was 

evaluated for maneuvers in each axis. In simulation the aircraft met the desired performance requirements 

throughout the flight envelope. The aircraft performance was typically poorest when operating at a flight speed of 65 

knots. This was as expected because the aircraft is least like the aerodynamic model at the 100 knot nominal case for 

which the inverse controller was derived. As a result, larger errors exist at low flight speed, and the adaptive element 

must produce larger adaptation terms. The aircraft experienced a loss in altitude during bank angle maneuvers that is 

directly related to the flight path angle rise time. A slower flight path angle response leads to a larger loss in altitude. 

In order to reduce altitude loss, the flight path angle rise time was given extra consideration, and chosen to be 6.5 

seconds, to improve performance while maintaining the required robustness. 

Next, the controller was evaluated for a variety of A and B matrix failures to both longitudinal and lateral-

directional elements. The controller was able to maintain stability and complete maneuvers after 50% reduction in 

thrust, and elevator and aileron effectiveness. Aircraft performance varied throughout the flight envelope, with the 

poorest performance typically at 65 knots and the largest perturbation immediately following the failure at 165 

knots. The aircraft was unable to maintain airspeed after a 50% thrust failure at 165 knots because the thrust 

required is greater than the engine can produce. At 65 knots, when the aileron experiences a 50% failure during a 

bank angle maneuver the aircraft was able to maintain bank angle but the rudder saturated and the turn became 

uncoordinated. Additionally, the controller adapted to a 30% reduction in rudder effectiveness and completes side 

force maneuvers. Finally the aircraft experienced a 30% reduction in mass and 30% reduction in pitch stability, CMα. 

and successfully completed flight path angle and airspeed commands. 

6.3 Future Work and Recommendations 

This thesis presents a baseline six degrees of freedom controller for comparison with future modifications. 

It is recommended that this controller be evaluated, first, in piloted simulation, and then in flight test on the HBC 

CJ-144 fly-by-wire testbed to receive pilot feedback on handling qualities. Pilot feedback will be especially helpful 

with regards to the speed of the bank angle and flight path angle response as well as the altitude loss experienced 

during a bank angle maneuver. Appropriate modifications should be made to the selected gains at that time to adjust 
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performance. The current MATLAB/Simulink files must be converted to C-code for real time application on the 

aircraft. A potential problem lies in the time derivatives used in the inverse controller equations. These values can be 

noisy in flight which could degrade the controller performance. If this is the case, one option to explore is 

simplifying the inverse controller to reduce the number of derivatives used while maintaining satisfactory 

performance.  

Further improvement should be made to the inverse controller by removing the assumption, in the 

longitudinal equations, that the second derivative of pitch angle is the sum of the second derivative of flight path 

angle and a small second derivative of angle of attack. This would lead to the use of the derivative of pitch rate, 

calculated in the lateral-directional equations, in place of the second derivative of flight path angle. This change 

would create a more accurate inverse and would require reevaluating each of the gains, hopefully further improving 

the aircraft response.  

WSU’s research that has previously been conducted on the three degrees of freedom model, including the 

optimal control modification and the turbulence studies, should now be extended to six degrees of freedom. The 

adaptive element used in this effort is simple and effective; however, improved performance will likely be seen with 

more highly developed networks. Finally, stability analysis and validation through flight test is essential to gain 

acceptance of adaptive control on a safety critical system such as an aircraft.   
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APPENDIX A 

MATLAB CODE AND SIMULINK DIAGRAM 

Figure 55. Overview of Simulink simulation   
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APPENDIX A (continued) 
 

 

Inverse Controller S-Function 

function [sys,x0,str,ts] = six_dof_inverse_linear(t,x,u,flag) 
% Inverse Controller for full 6 D.O.F.system based on Kamran Rokhsaz derivation Aug 1, 2002 
% Initially Coded by J. Steck 10/9/2002 
% Modified by Kimber Lemon 2010 
 
switch flag, 
  %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
  % Initialization % 
  %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
  % Initialize the states, sample times, and state ordering strings. 
  case 0 
    [sys,x0,str,ts]=mdlInitializeSizes; 
  
  %%%%%%%%%%% 
  % Outputs % 
  %%%%%%%%%%% 
  % Return the outputs of the S-function block. 
  case 3 
    sys=mdlOutputs(t,x,u); 
  
  %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
  % Unhandled flags % 
  %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
  % There are no termination tasks (flag=9) to be handled. 
  % Also, there are no continuous or discrete states, 
  % so flags 1,2, and 4 are not used, so return an emptyu 
  % matrix  
  case { 1, 2, 4, 9 } 
    sys=[]; 
  
  %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
  % Unexpected flags (error handling)% 
  %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
  % Return an error message for unhandled flag values. 
  otherwise 
    error(['Unhandled flag = ',num2str(flag)]); 
  
end 
 
%============================================================================ 
% mdlInitializeSizes 
% Return the sizes, initial conditions, and sample times for the S-function. 
%============================================================================ 
% 
function [sys,x0,str,ts] = mdlInitializeSizes() 
%saved between calls for internal derivative calculation 
  
sizes = simsizes; 
sizes.NumContStates  = 0; 
sizes.NumDiscStates  = 0; 
sizes.NumOutputs     = 4;       % dynamically sized with -1 
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APPENDIX A (continued) 
 

 
sizes.NumInputs      = 30;       % dynamically sized with -1 
sizes.DirFeedthrough = 1;       % has direct feedthrough 
sizes.NumSampleTimes = 1; 
  
sys = simsizes(sizes); 
str = []; 
x0  = []; 
ts  = [-1 0];                    % inherited sample time 
  
% Aircraft constants initialized in bona.m  
 
%% Transient Free Engagement 
  
global g Sref Ixxb Iyyb Izzb Ixzb cbar phiT dT bref masscontrol qbar U1 
global CL0 CLA CLADOTHAT CLDE CLQHAT          % Lift coefficients 
global CM0 CMADOTHAT CMQHAT CMAcontrol 
global CMDEcontrol            % Pitching moment coefficients 
global CD0 CDK CLI                              % Drag coefficients 
global CY0 CYBETA CYDR CYDA CYP CYR           % Rolling moment coefficients 
global CN0 CNBETA CNDR CNDA CNP CNR          % Yawing moment coefficients 
global CR0 CRBETA CRDR CRDA CRP CRR           % Side force coefficients 
global alphatrim detrim thrust betatrim  
global datrim drtrim         % Trim 
global delta_e delta_thrust delta_a delta_r     % Transient free terms  
 
%% Inputs to s-function block 
  
% acceleration commands 
vcdot=0; 
gammacdd=0; 
phicdd=0; 
sideforcecdot=0; 
  
% aircraft states 
alpha=alphatrim; 
alphadothat=0; 
alphaddot=0; 
gamma=0; 
vtruedd=0; 
vtrue=U1; 
beta=betatrim; 
betadot=0; 
uvel=U1; 
udot=0; 
vdot=0; 
wvel=0; 
wdot=0; 
phat=0; 
qhat=0; 
rhat=0; 
phi=0; 
theta=0; 
betadd=0; 
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APPENDIX A (continued) 
 

 
vtrued=0; 
fy=0; 
   
%% Calculated Parameters 
alphadot=alphadothat*2*vtrue/cbar; 
p=phat*2*vtrue/bref; 
q=qhat*2*vtrue/cbar; 
r=rhat*2*vtrue/bref; 
  
%% Kinematic Relationships 
phidot=p+q*sin(phi)*tan(theta)+r*cos(phi)*tan(theta); 
thetadot=q*cos(phi)-r*sin(phi); 
psidot=(q*sin(phi)+r*cos(phi))*sec(theta); 
  
vdotdot=vtruedd*sin(beta)+2*vtrued*betadot*cos(beta)-vtrue*betadd*sin(beta); 
  
%% Longitudinal Inverse Controller 
 
% Predictor 
cd = CD0+CDK*(CL0+alpha*CLA-CLI)*(CL0+alpha*CLA-CLI);                                                        
cmde0=CM0+CMAcontrol*alpha+CMADOTHAT*alphadothat+CMQHAT*qhat; 
t1pred=1/cos(phiT+alpha)*(masscontrol*vcdot+masscontrol*g*sin(gamma)+qbar*Sref*cd); 
cmRHS=Iyyb/(qbar*Sref*cbar)*(gammacdd)-cmde0+t1pred*dT/(qbar*Sref*cbar);                                     
depred=cmRHS/CMDEcontrol;    % elevator calculated from Pitching Moment equation                                                                         
CLALPHAzero=CL0+CLADOTHAT*alphadothat+CLQHAT*qhat+CLDE*depred; 
CLthrust=t1pred/(qbar*Sref)*sin(alpha+phiT); 
gammadot=g*sin(phi)^2/(vtrue*cos(phi)); 
clRHS=masscontrol*vtrue/(qbar*Sref)*gammadot+masscontrol*g/(qbar*Sref)*cos(gamma)*cos(phi)-
CLALPHAzero-CLthrust; 
alphapred=clRHS/CLA;         % alpha calculated from Lift equation                   
    
%   Corrector 
t1=1/cos(phiT+alphapred)*(masscontrol*vcdot+masscontrol*g*sin(gamma)+qbar*Sref*cd); 
cmde0=CM0+CMAcontrol*alphapred+CMADOTHAT*alphadothat+CMQHAT*qhat; 
cmRHS=Iyyb/(qbar*Sref*cbar)*(gammacdd)-cmde0+t1*dT/(qbar*Sref*cbar);                           
de1=cmRHS/CMDEcontrol;       % elevator calculated from Pitching Moment equation 
  
thrust_calc = t1; 
deltae = de1; 
     
%% Lateral-Directional Inverse Controller 
  
%% Convert Commanded Flight Path Angle accel to Pitch accel  
thetacdd=(gammacdd-thetadot^2*(-sin(theta)+beta*sin(phi)*cos(theta)+alpha*cos(phi)*cos(theta))... 
    -thetadot*(2*betadot*sin(phi)*sin(theta)+2*alphadot*cos(phi)*sin(theta))... 
    -phicdd*(-beta*cos(phi)*cos(theta)+alpha*sin(phi)*cos(theta))... 
    -phidot^2*(beta*sin(phi)*cos(theta)+alpha*cos(phi)*cos(theta))... 
    -phidot*(-2*betadot*cos(phi)*cos(theta)+2*alphadot*sin(phi)*cos(theta))... 
    -thetadot*phidot*(2*beta*cos(phi)*sin(theta)-2*alpha*sin(phi)*sin(theta))... 
    +betadd*sin(phi)*cos(theta)+alphaddot*cos(phi)*cos(theta))/... 
    (cos(theta)+beta*sin(phi)*sin(theta)+alpha*cos(phi)*sin(theta)); 
  
%% Calculate Commanded psi-dot-dot 
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APPENDIX A (continued) 
 

 
numerator1= g*phidot*cos(phi)*cos(theta) - g*thetadot*sin(phi)*sin(theta) + sideforcecdot/masscontrol... 
    -vdotdot+thetacdd*uvel*sin(phi) + thetadot*udot*sin(phi) + thetadot*uvel... 
    *phidot*cos(phi) + phicdd*wvel+phidot*wdot; 
denominator1=uvel*cos(theta)*cos(phi)+wvel*sin(theta);  
  
part1 = numerator1/denominator1; 
  
numerator2 =(g*sin(phi)*cos(theta)-vdot+thetadot*uvel*sin(phi)+phidot*wvel+fy/masscontrol)... 
    *(udot*cos(theta)*cos(phi)-uvel*thetadot*sin(theta)*cos(phi)-uvel*phidot... 
    *cos(theta)*sin(phi)+wdot*sin(theta)+wvel*thetadot*cos(theta)); 
denominator2=(uvel*cos(theta)*cos(phi)+wvel*sin(theta))^2; 
  
part2 = numerator2/denominator2; 
  
psicdd = part1 - part2; 
  
%% Calculate Commanded p-dot r-dot from Euler Angle Commanded dot-dot 
pcdot=phicdd-psicdd*sin(theta)-psidot*thetadot*cos(theta); 
rcdot=psicdd*cos(theta)*cos(phi)-psidot*(thetadot*sin(theta)*cos(phi)... 
    +phidot*cos(theta)*sin(phi))-thetacdd*sin(phi)-thetadot*phidot*cos(phi); 
  
%% Calculate Commanded Rolling and Yawing Moments  
rollc=Ixxb*pcdot-Ixzb*rcdot-Ixzb*p*q+(Izzb-Iyyb)*r*q; 
yawc=Izzb*rcdot-Ixzb*pcdot+(Iyyb-Ixxb)*p*q+Ixzb*r*q; 
  
cn0rp=CN0+CNR*rhat+CNP*phat; 
cr0rp=CR0+CRR*rhat+CRP*phat;      % note "R" is used for roll 
cy0rp=CY0+CYR*rhat+CYP*phat; 
  
LATAMAT = [CNBETA  CNDA  CNDR;                                                          
           CRBETA  CRDA  CRDR; 
           CYBETA  CYDA  CYDR]; 
  
BVECT = [yawc/(qbar*Sref*bref)-cn0rp,rollc/(qbar*Sref*bref)-cr0rp,fy/(qbar*Sref)-cy0rp]';       
XVECT1 = LATAMAT\BVECT;   
  
deltaa = XVECT1(2); 
deltar =XVECT1(3); 
  
%% Output the Control Deflections 
delta_thrust=thrust-thrust_calc;                            % thrust 
delta_e=detrim-deltae;                                       % elevator 
delta_a=datrim-deltaa;                                       % aileron 
delta_r=drtrim-deltar;                                       % rudder 
  
%% 
%============================================================================ 
% mdlOutputs 
% Return the output vector for the S-function 
%============================================================================ 
% 
function [sys] = mdlOutputs(t,x,u) 
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%% Aircraft constants initialized in bona.m  
  
global g Sref Ixxb Iyyb Izzb Ixzb cbar phiT dT bref masscontrol 
global CL0 CLA CLADOTHAT CLDE CLQHAT             % Lift coefficients 
global CM0 CMADOTHAT CMQHAT CMAcontrol      
global CMDEcontrol                         % Pitching moment coefficients 
global CD0 CDK CLI                                 % Drag coefficients 
global CY0 CYBETA CYDR CYDA CYP CYR              % Rolling moment coefficients 
global CN0 CNBETA CNDR CNDA CNP CNR              % Yawing moment coefficients 
global CR0 CRBETA CRDR CRDA CRP CRR              % Side force coefficients 
global delta_thrust delta_e delta_a delta_r        % Transient free  
    
%% Inputs to s-function block 
  
% acceleration commands 
vcdot=u(1); 
gammacdd=u(2); 
phicdd=u(3); 
sideforcecdot=u(4); 
  
% aircraft states 
qbar=u(5); 
alpha=u(6); 
alphadothat=u(7); 
alphaddot=u(8); 
gamma=u(9); 
gammadot=u(10); 
vtruedd=u(11); 
vtrue=u(12); 
beta=u(13); 
betadot=u(14); 
uvel=u(15); 
udot=u(16); 
vdot=u(17); 
wvel=u(18); 
wdot=u(19); 
phat=u(20); 
qhat=u(21); 
rhat=u(22); 
phi=u(23); 
theta=u(24); 
betadd=u(25); 
vtrued=u(26); 
pdot=u(27); 
qdot=u(28); 
rdot=u(29); 
fy=u(30); 
  
%% Calculated Parameters 
alphadot=alphadothat*2*vtrue/cbar; 
p=phat*2*vtrue/bref; 
q=qhat*2*vtrue/cbar; 
r=rhat*2*vtrue/bref; 
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%% Kinematic Relationships 
phidot=p+q*sin(phi)*tan(theta)+r*cos(phi)*tan(theta); 
thetadot=q*cos(phi)-r*sin(phi); 
psidot=(q*sin(phi)+r*cos(phi))*sec(theta); 
  
vdotdot=vtruedd*sin(beta)+2*vtrued*betadot*cos(beta)-vtrue*betadd*sin(beta); 
  
%% Longitudinal Inverse Controller 
 
% Predictor 
cd = CD0+CDK*(CL0+alpha*CLA-CLI)*(CL0+alpha*CLA-CLI);                                                        
cmde0=CM0+CMAcontrol*alpha+CMADOTHAT*alphadothat+CMQHAT*qhat; 
t1pred=1/cos(phiT+alpha)*(masscontrol*vcdot+masscontrol*g*sin(gamma)+qbar*Sref*cd); 
cmRHS=Iyyb/(qbar*Sref*cbar)*(gammacdd)-cmde0+t1pred*dT/(qbar*Sref*cbar);                    
depred=cmRHS/CMDEcontrol;    % elevator calculated from Pitching Moment equation  
CLALPHAzero=CL0+CLADOTHAT*alphadothat+CLQHAT*qhat+CLDE*depred; 
CLthrust=t1pred/(qbar*Sref)*sin(alpha+phiT); 
gammadot=g*sin(phi)^2/(vtrue*cos(phi))+gammadot; 
clRHS=masscontrol*vtrue/(qbar*Sref)*gammadot+masscontrol*g/(qbar*Sref)*cos(gamma)*cos(phi)-
CLALPHAzero-CLthrust; 
alphapred=clRHS/CLA;         % alpha calculated from Lift equation                   
    
%   Corrector 
t1=1/cos(phiT+alphapred)*(masscontrol*vcdot+masscontrol*g*sin(gamma)+qbar*Sref*cd); 
cmde0=CM0+CMAcontrol*alphapred+CMADOTHAT*alphadothat+CMQHAT*qhat; 
cmRHS=Iyyb/(qbar*Sref*cbar)*(gammacdd)-cmde0+t1*dT/(qbar*Sref*cbar);                        
de1=cmRHS/CMDEcontrol;       % elevator calculated from Pitching Moment equation 
  
thrust = t1; 
deltae = de1; 
     
%% Lateral-Directional Inverse Controller 
  
%% Convert Commanded Flight Path Angle accel to Pitch accel  
thetacdd=(gammacdd-thetadot^2*(-sin(theta)+beta*sin(phi)*cos(theta)+alpha*cos(phi)*cos(theta))... 
    -thetadot*(2*betadot*sin(phi)*sin(theta)+2*alphadot*cos(phi)*sin(theta))... 
    -phicdd*(-beta*cos(phi)*cos(theta)+alpha*sin(phi)*cos(theta))... 
    -phidot^2*(beta*sin(phi)*cos(theta)+alpha*cos(phi)*cos(theta))... 
    -phidot*(-2*betadot*cos(phi)*cos(theta)+2*alphadot*sin(phi)*cos(theta))... 
    -thetadot*phidot*(2*beta*cos(phi)*sin(theta)-2*alpha*sin(phi)*sin(theta))... 
    +betadd*sin(phi)*cos(theta)+alphaddot*cos(phi)*cos(theta))/... 
    (cos(theta)+beta*sin(phi)*sin(theta)+alpha*cos(phi)*sin(theta)); 
  
%% Calculate Commanded psi-dot-dot 
numerator1= g*phidot*cos(phi)*cos(theta) - g*thetadot*sin(phi)*sin(theta) + sideforcecdot/masscontrol... 
    -vdotdot+thetacdd*uvel*sin(phi) + thetadot*udot*sin(phi) + thetadot*uvel... 
    *phidot*cos(phi) + phicdd*wvel+phidot*wdot; 
denominator1=uvel*cos(theta)*cos(phi)+wvel*sin(theta);  
part1 = numerator1/denominator1; 
  
numerator2 =(g*sin(phi)*cos(theta)-vdot+thetadot*uvel*sin(phi)+phidot*wvel+fy/masscontrol)... 
    *(udot*cos(theta)*cos(phi)-uvel*thetadot*sin(theta)*cos(phi)-uvel*phidot... 
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    *cos(theta)*sin(phi)+wdot*sin(theta)+wvel*thetadot*cos(theta)); 
denominator2=(uvel*cos(theta)*cos(phi)+wvel*sin(theta))^2; 
part2 = numerator2/denominator2; 
  
psicdd = part1 - part2; 
  
%% Calculate Commanded p-dot r-dot from Euler Angle Commanded dot-dot 
pcdot=phicdd-psicdd*sin(theta)-psidot*thetadot*cos(theta); 
rcdot=psicdd*cos(theta)*cos(phi)-psidot*(thetadot*sin(theta)*cos(phi)... 
    +phidot*cos(theta)*sin(phi))-thetacdd*sin(phi)-thetadot*phidot*cos(phi); 
  
%% Calculate Commanded Rolling and Yawing Moments  
rollc=Ixxb*pcdot-Ixzb*rcdot-Ixzb*p*q+(Izzb-Iyyb)*r*q; 
yawc=Izzb*rcdot-Ixzb*pcdot+(Iyyb-Ixxb)*p*q+Ixzb*r*q; 
  
cn0rp=CN0+CNR*rhat+CNP*phat; 
cr0rp=CR0+CRR*rhat+CRP*phat;                    % note "R" is used for roll 
cy0rp=CY0+CYR*rhat+CYP*phat; 
  
LATAMAT = [CNBETA  CNDA  CNDR;                                                          
           CRBETA  CRDA  CRDR; 
           CYBETA  CYDA  CYDR]; 
  
BVECT = [yawc/(qbar*Sref*bref)-cn0rp,rollc/(qbar*Sref*bref)-cr0rp,fy/(qbar*Sref)-cy0rp]';       
XVECT1 = LATAMAT\BVECT;   
  
deltaa = XVECT1(2); 
deltar =XVECT1(3); 
  
%% Output the Control Deflections 
out(1) = thrust+delta_thrust;                           % thrust 
out(2) = deltae+delta_e;                                % elevator 
out(3) = deltaa+delta_a;                                % aileron 
out(4) = deltar+delta_r;                                % rudder 
  
sys = out; 
  
Single Bias Neuron - Airspeed 

function [sys,x0,str,ts] = backprop(t,x,u,flag) 
global net_v 
global maxthrust minthrust 
 
%   See sfuntmpl.m for a general S-function template. 
% 
% Dispatch the flag. The switch function controls the calls to  
% S-function routines at each simulation stage of the S-function. 
% 
switch flag, 
  %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
  % Initialization % 
  %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
  % Initialize the states, sample times, and state ordering strings. 
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case 0 
    [sys,x0,str,ts]=mdlInitializeSizes; 
  
  %%%%%%%%%%% 
  % Outputs % 
  %%%%%%%%%%% 
  % Return the outputs of the S-function block. 
  case 3 
    sys=mdlOutputs(t,x,u); 
  
  %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
  % Unhandled flags % 
  %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
  % There are no termination tasks (flag=9) to be handled. 
  % Also, there are no continuous or discrete states, 
  % so flags 1,2, and 4 are not used, so return an emptyu 
  % matrix  
  case { 1, 2, 4, 9 } 
    sys=[]; 
  
  %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
  % Unexpected flags (error handling)% 
  %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
  % Return an error message for unhandled flag values. 
  otherwise 
    error(['Unhandled flag = ',num2str(flag)]); 
  
end 
  
% 
%============================================================================= 
% mdlInitializeSizes 
% Return the sizes, initial conditions, and sample times for the S-function. 
%============================================================================= 
% 
function [sys,x0,str,ts] = mdlInitializeSizes() 
global net_v 
%load('neural_storage.mat'); 
sizes = simsizes; 
sizes.NumContStates  = 0; 
sizes.NumDiscStates  = 0; 
sizes.NumOutputs     = 1;      % dynamically sized with -1 
sizes.NumInputs      = 4;      % dynamically sized with -1 
sizes.DirFeedthrough = 1;     % has direct feedthrough 
sizes.NumSampleTimes = 1; 
  
sys = simsizes(sizes); 
str = []; 
x0  = []; 
ts  = [-1 0];        % sample time 0.1 
% 
%============================================================================ 
% mdlOutputs 
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% Return the output vector for the S-function 
%============================================================================ 
% 
function [sys] = mdlOutputs(t,x,u) 
global net_v; 
global maxPLA minPLA; 
 
vdot_d=u(1); 
vdothat_d=u(2); 
vcmd=u(3); 
pla=u(4); 
  
error=(vcmd-vdot_d);   
vdothat=vdothat_d; 
     
if((pla <= maxPLA && pla > minPLA) || (pla < minPLA && error > 0) || (pla > maxPLA && error < 0)) 
        vdothat=vdothat_d+0.02*error; 
 end 
 
 out=vdothat; 
 sys = out;  
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CONTROL SURFACE DEFLECTIONS 

 

Figure 56. Control surface deflections during a 5.9 kt airspeed maneuver (Figure 31), 65 kts 
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Figure 57. Control surface deflections during a 5.9 kt airspeed maneuver (Figure 31), 100 kts 
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Figure 58. Control surface deflections during a 5.9 kt airspeed maneuver (Figure 31), 155 kts 
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Figure 59. Control surface deflections during a negative 3 deg flight path angle maneuver (Figure 33), 65 kts 
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Figure 60. Control surface deflections during a negative 3 deg flight path angle maneuver (Figure 33), 100 kts 
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Figure 61. Control surface deflections during a negative 3 deg flight path angle maneuver (Figure 33), 165 kts 
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Figure 62. Control surface deflections during a 30 deg bank angle maneuver (Figure 35), 65 kts 
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Figure 63. Control surface deflections during a 30 deg bank angle maneuver (Figure 35), 100 kts 
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Figure 64. Control surface deflections during a 30 deg bank angle maneuver (Figure 35), 165 kts 
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Figure 65. Control surface deflections during a ~12 degsideslip angle maneuver (Figure 38), 65 kts 
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Figure 66. Control surface deflections during a ~12 degree sideslip angle maneuver (Figure 38), 100 kts 
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Figure 67. Control surface deflections during a ~12 degree sideslip angle maneuver (Figure 38), 165 kts 
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